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AbstrAct

 This paper highlights the need of the creation of a preschool designed 

for disabled and socially excluded children in an underdeveloped country, 

like Mozambique. Children with disabilities are often overlooked in human-

itarian action and become even more marginalized as fewer resources are 

available in the midst of a crisis. Countries overlook them, because few 

of them collect data on children with disabilities and even when countries 

know about them, most don’t know how to include them in their education 

systems. It begins by introducing the political history of the country and 

its impact on the architectural world, followed by an analysis on the af-

fordability, the rapid urbanization and the population growth which shows 

the difficult life that they live in with the lack of money.

 Xai-Xai district was chosen by the competition’s organizers to build 

a pre-school because of a school teacher demanded it for her town children. 

The goal of this competition was to find the best techniques and ways to 

use local materials to build the school. Local, affordable, ecological and 

sustainable materials were chosen as a solution to a low-cost construction. 

Compressed Earth Blocks and Bamboo were explained, shown with drawings how 

to join and intersect them. How to make them strong enough to handle the 

climate, loads and make their duration longer. 

 Based on the previously mentioned materials, a design proposal was 

elaborated, with section wall details showing the people how to build them. 

The proposal is versatile, meaning it could be upgraded over time, even 

used for other buildings not only schools. 

Keywords: affordable, pre-school, disabled children, compressed earth 

blocks, bamboo, local materials
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 Following.the.Independence.War 

(1964 to 1974),.the.Civil War.(1977 to 

1992) created a.cynicism between.indi-

viduals.and.mistrust.between.one.an-

other. Such.interactions.were enticed 

by.the.Colonial.Power.(Portugal).to 

create.a shift between.the.individuals 

in order.to weaken.the country.inter-

nally. The implementation.of assimi-

lados (assimilated).was utilized.in 

order.to.strengthen.the.shift.between 

Mozambicans.

“The Republican Colonial Law in 1914 

sought  to clarify the interpretation 

of contradictory policies such as the 

“assimilation policy” and the policy 

of compulsory labour. As a result, Af-

ricans who.had already.been assimilat-

ed became.“citizens” while.Africans, 

the “Indigenous people” were.obliged 

to work against.their will, disguised 

in the form of.contracted labour.” The 

Colonial shift.occurred followed Por-

tugal’s.three major.incidents:.eco-

nomic.crisis recession.after its par-

ticipation.in World War I, political 

crisis.relation to.the military.coup 

following.the fall.of the.Republican 

Party and.the commencement.of the.

Great Depression.

 Samora Machel (1933-1986) -.the 

heroic.godlike.fixture -.first pres-

ident of.the Republic.of Mozambique 

was the.glue that.united the.nation 

PolItIcAl bAckgroung

Figure 1: Historic Frelimo United Nations Photos.
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through.his.profound.soul-grabbing 

speeches.and.ability.to.be.of-the-

people.and.for-the-people.due.to.his 

low-life.birth.and.mannerisms..The 

man.is a.God,.and lives.through.gen-

eration.through his.charisma and.hum-

ble.understanding of the “small.man.”

 After.his.death,.the.coun-

try was.broken in spirit.and.effi-

ciency.for.the.savior.was.eradicat-

ed by an unseen.enem.and the.country 

was too.young to.stand for.itself.

The symbolism.of the.Civil.War be-

tween.FRELIMO.(Frente.de.Libertacao 

de Mocambique or Mozambican Liberation 

Front) and RENAMO (Resistencia Nacio-

nal.Mocambicana.or.Mozambican.Nation-

al.Resistance).scarred.the.country 

in a.form that cannot.be taken.back.

The.civil.war.was.“long.and.scar-

ring.due.to.its.symbolic.and.physi-

cal.violence.” (Funada-Classen, 2012)

 Above all, the.transformative 

structure.of social.awareness and in-

teraction is.ruled through.feitico.

and its importance.in society. Mozam-

bicans are.immensely.superstitious,.

which means.that it dictates.the way.

they.maneuver.through.obstacles.and.

solutions.

 Colonialism,.was.the.reality 

of the.most of the African.continent 

through.several.centuries..The.divi-

sion of the.land and its people left 

scars and collateral cultural mani-

festations that may still.be felt to-

day. The.Portuguese rule left.behind 

Figure 2: Women soldiers at Samora Machel’s funeral. Source: Bernard Bisson, Le Monde Diplomatique
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many effects such as:.Architecture,.

language and.culinary.finesse but - 

for example Rwanda - also birthed.a 

divide and disrespect.among the pop-

ulation. The.impact of.colonialism in 

Mozambique may.still be.felt today, 

with.the.tangible.conflict.between 

the two major.parties:.FRELIMO and RE-

NAMO. Similar to the Rwanda’s.geno-

cidal approach to European stimulus, 

the emergence of RENAMO dictated the 

annihilation of violent war - Inde-

pendence War and struggle for nation-

al discovery - through the paradoxi-

cal initiation of ritualized violence.

 The emergence of the movement, 

sparked in Zambezia and Nampula (north 

of the country), became the resultant 

of a divided peoples whom were taught 

to hate due to their European oppres-

sors creating vulnerable of mysticism 

through the embodiment of a charismat-

ic man, Andre Matsangaissa.The rawest 

explanation.between the main.divide 

between RENAMO.and FRELIMO.would be 

their.geographical dispersion. RENAMO 

supporters (as well.as the.birthplace 

of the party) resides.in the north, 

whilst FRELIMO is mostly.dominant 

in the south.but engages.supporters 

throughout the nation.

 Mozambique - like many African 

countries - relies on the importance 

of the unknown or spiritual. Spiritual 

awareness in.the country.is.embedded 

at a young age, allowing for a consensus 

belief of unexplained forces. Whether 

God or Allah is integrated in one’s re-

ligious interpretation, the importance 

of the spiritual cannot be compared. 

Mozambique is made up of different 

ethnicities, religious and beliefs but 

their common denominator is: the realm 

of the unknown and the untouchables. 

The country is divided into ten prov-

inces with Portuguese as the official 

language but many poorly documented 

Bantu group languages take places most 

of the population’s first (or only) 

language. Amongst the various religious 

practiced in the country Christianity 

and Islam hold the highest following; 

but, with the practicing religion lo-

cal practices are woven into prayer.

 The governmental.rule.automat-

ically moved.back.to FRELIMO (since 

the Civil War was.won by them.and they 

were also victorious.in the War.of In-

dependence) and the.major.cities had 

many of their.supporters.which left 

little.options for.the militants.than 

to remain.north and.rural. The.shift 

in society.and.family relations for 

the soldiers became tricky. They.car-

ried possible.spirits.from their.bat-

tles and had to be.cleansed, but it 

also meant.that their.departure caused 

many enemies.and dangers;.aiding in 

the.witchcraft.dynamics.in their.home 

villages.

 

 The integration of feitico - 

Portuguese for witchcraft - in the 

country’s.DNA,.complicates.interac-

tions between.people.in.everyday.set-

ting. Division of tribes.existed prior 

to the invasion.of Portugal, but the 

various tribes coexisted in a pacific 

and neighborly environment,.where com-

munity.was treasured.through similar.

social structure and practices. The.

IntroductIon MozaMbIque
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earliest inhabitants.of present-day.

Mozambique consisted of hunter-gath-

ered related to the Khoisan and were 

later joined by the Bantu (1000 BCE) 

migrating.from the Congo.basin.through 

the Niger Delta.in West.Africa; pos-

sessing.great.skill.in agriculture 

and iron-working. Many of.the tribes 

- like.the.Yao - developed.commer-

cial.networks.throughout.the.coun-

try connecting the.different crafts 

dominant to different “communities.”

 By the first millennium CE, trad-

ers from Arabia.began.to arrive through 

coastal.settlements.around: Sofala - 

the original.Sofala eroded and overtak-

en by flooding - Angoche.(Nampula Prov-

ince), Querimba Islands (Indian Ocean 

near Pemba, Cabo Delgado) and Zambezi.

Trading between the Arabs and locals ex-

isted for over a thousand years, adding 

to the history of Islam in Mozambique; 

therefore, imbedding itself as one of 

the largest.and most influential reli-

gious in the.country. In.other.words, 

the Muslims.inhabiting Mozambique have 

been around since.the.settlement of 

the first.tribes in the land. Like.the 

“natives,” the Muslims - from Arabic 

descent, mixed or converted - suffered 

severely during colonialism; which was 

a form of retaliation.toward centuries 

of Muslim occupation. In the sense, 

when thinking.about Mozambique it is 

inevitable to ignore the.Muslim influ-

ence and.population in the.country.

 Like the Arabic population in 

Mozambique, there is a large Indian 

population - Muslim and Hindu alike - 

that arrived from the Asian Portuguese 

colonies, during the colonial era. 

Though “in Mozambique, many Portuguese 

and Indians had personal relation-

ships” there was a large oppressive 

rule in terms of religion. Therefore, 

in appearance the Indians were give 

more “privilege” compared to the Ar-

abs and the Africans but still did 

not rule side-by-side with the Por-

tuguese; but like the Portuguese har-

bored racism against the other races.

 The social tension between the 

different races is intriguing; for, the 

exist within the same land-perimeters 

and due to the years of familiarity the 

cultures have become woven. In mod-

ern-day Mozambique, the cultural seg-

regation between the different reli-

gious and races does not exist because 

the nation is one in terms of social 

interaction. The nature of suspicion 

encoded in the modern Mozambican so-

ciety, the act of socialization falls 

(often) into guided by mistrust. Howev-

er, Mozambicans still remain social and 

cheerful people; but the development 

of financial and global interventions 

aid in the cautious trust given between 

one another. Colonialism planted the 

seed; whilst the Civil War intensified 

it and the financial stabilization 

of the nation serves to fortify it.

 The.parties.are.linked.with.

blind belief, mysticism, like RENAMO’s.

Andre Matsangaissa and his claimed.

access.to spiritual.power, and.famil-

ial bias. The parties are chosen.as if 

selecting a.tribe to follow.until the 

extinction.of an individual’s family 

line. The connotations.behind.the in-
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terpretation.of an individual’s.polit-

ical views.are not.taken lightly, and 

often.lead to a sub-community.of its own. 

The complexity.of the subject.creates 

a delicate.relationship.in the nation.

 In Africa, architects.are rarely 

sought.after and are.a rare commodity. 

In Mozambique, most.of the “design” is 

developed.from Civil Engineers, con-

tractors or.Portuguese architects - 

who have.no sense of.locality and cul-

tural importance; therefore,.many of 

the modern.edifices fail.to create a 

cohesive.relationship between.its lo-

cation and historical influence, in-

stead it follows a global trend cre-

ating impersonal and unsustainable 

design. “It is not important to have 

local architects, but it is important 

for architects to think locally” says 

Christian Benimana.in his.talk on ‘Ar-

chitecture.thatserves the.community’.

Buildings.are meant to be.designed to 

respond to a community’s.needs and im-

prove the lives.of those.touched by it.

 It is important to.understand 

that Architecture.cannot stand.alone 

when dealing with the.enhancement of 

community..Psychology,.sociology,.

anthropology and history are crucial 

in the complete awareness and com-

prehension of the design response.

The human.condition.in.modern-day.Mo-

zambique lacks.the “sense of commu-

nity” found in previous generations; 

where: social media, feitico (witch-

craft) and political cult-like parties 

affect interaction between citizens.

Figure 4: Witchcraft, Strong Medicine. Source: Africandecisions 
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 Mozambique is found.on.the East 

coast of.Southern.Africa with.a pop-

ulation.of.around.30.8.million.in-

habitants.living.in.an.area.of.ap-

proximately.801.590.km²..The.capital.

and therefore the.larger city.in the.

country is.Maputo, which was called.

Xilunguine in the.precolonial.peri-

od and named Lourenço Marques in the 

subsequent Portuguese.colonial period, 

was structure by.periods of.economic, 

political.and.social.deep.adjustments 

which is reflected.in the urban struc-

ture, form and.morphology of the.city. 

According.to Jenkins, the most.import-

ant periods of economic and politi-

cal changes in the colonial period are 

five: the early.mercantile.period of 

city.development, the subsequent ear-

ly, middle.and late.colonial periods 

[Jenkins, 2009].

 While according to Nunes, the re-

cent post-Independence.moment is char-

acterized.by different.periods as the 

occupation of.the city, the.beginning 

of the environmental.and urban.deteri-

oration.of the city, the.deterioration 

phase and.the beginning of the.recov-

ery of the.city and the real.estate 

investments.in central.areas and.spec-

ulation.in per-central.zones [Nunes, 

2015].

 The urban growth.process of.Ma-

puto, called Lourenço Marques, in.the 

colonial.period.was.characterized.by 

the.centrifugal force.of the.port, the 

railway.and.the.growing.of.economic 

activities.in the.region. In the.Portu-

guese colonial.times was.established a 

hierarchical.urban system.centralizing 

urban facilities.and services, while in 

the.post-colonial period.the.economic 

crisis and.the civil.war triggered.the 

creation of informal settlements in the 

periphery.of the former.colonial city.

colonIAl mAPuto

Xilunguine, Maputo before the coMMercial 
and trading period

 Since the first century, there 

were.human settlements.located where 

the capital.of.Mozambique.was.estab-

lished. These.former settlements.were 

integrated.by.communities.settled tem-

porally in.this place.to.survive from 

fishing.and.hunting.activities.[Jen-

kins, 2009]. It.was not.until.the.9th 

century.when.communities.established 

permanently.in the.place.to find.pos-

sibilities to.survive.based on.com-

mercial.activities related.to.inter-

change of.goods.with.East Africa.and.

even.with the Persian Gulf.

 The.regional.and.inter-ocean-

ic trade.activities was.the cause for 

the “discovery” in.the 15th century.of 

the place.that today is called.Mapu-

to.Bay, the.Portugues.navigator.Lou-

renço Marques was.the first.European 

navigating.the bay.in.1544. From.that 

moment,.temporary.settlements.related 

to.commercial.and.trading.activities 

were established in the.area by Dutch, 

British,.Austrian and.French,.however 

the Portuguese.were the ones.who es-

ArchItecturAl bAckgroung
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Figure 5: The initial permanent settlement and early ‘city centre’, 1876. Source: Jenkins, 2009

tablished,.in.the.last.years.of.the 

18th century, the first.permanent set-

tlement as the.most important.trading 

station in the.area [Jenkins, 2009].

 The Portuguese changed.the.eco-

nomic,.social.and.political.struc-

tures.of.the.indigenous.settlements 

in.the.region.while.English.people 

started the.colonial.process.where to-

day.is South Africa. For this.reason 

in the 19th.century.the.Portuguese.es-

tablished.agreements related.to.bound-

aries.for.the.creation.of.the.formal 

colony.and.the.subsequent.resistance 

from.some.of.the.indigenous.communi-

ties.in.the.North.and.South.against 

the.Portuguese domain.

 From the end of the 16th century 

to the late 19th century the.settlement 

was established.in the.North side of 

the bay as.a safe place.surrounded by 

fortified.walls.as.a.protection.from 

attacks as.a fortress with.a more or-

ganic growth.around the central.square 

and inside the.walls. For these reasons 

the first morphology of the settlement 

is a clear.manifestation of the.influ-

ence of the Portuguese domain.in.what 

today is Maputo and.as the first piece 

of the subsequent urban mosaic.

 While.commercial.activities 

evolved.to.the commerce of.different 

kind of products.the settlement.start-

ed to.grow and the.Portuguese expand 

its domain in.the area.establishing 

a land control.in 1858 as.a way have 

more.income for the.Portuguese state 

increasing its.power over local.clans 

also involved.in trading.activities. 

In this.period of.time, was estab-

lished what it.can be called the.first 

small town with an administrative con-

trol and military.defense.created.by 

the Portuguese.   

the beginning of the.portuguese colony.and 
the.establishMent of.the city

 The discovery.of gold in.the 

IntroductIon MozaMbIque
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interior of the.country was the.fun-

damental reason to.create a link to 

the.port as.the main.element in the 

articulation.of the commercial.ac-

tivities in the area. The construc-

tion.of.infrastructure was one.of 

the first.steps to extend the.colo-

ny, started with.the construction.

of roads and.the plan of.a railway to 

connect.the port with the.Transvaal 

area,.which.was.completed.in.1886.  

 The settlement.started to.grow 

and in 1876.was denominated as a.town 

and officially.as a city in 1887.when 

it.became.the.main.port.connected-

to the economic.activities.related to 

mining in the.interior of the.region. 

In that.moment, the so called.city 

started the.expansion in.the surround-

ing swamp areas.and also in the.higher 

land, again, when the.infrastructure 

was built.to give access.from the.city 

to the.new urban area. The Portuguese 

colony.created the.land registry.and 

the Ministry.of Public Works.developed 

the formal.plan for the.expansion of 

the city as.an instrument to order.

the grow of the.city around.the cen-

tral square.and following.the “grid-

iron layout” [Jenkins, 2009].

 The plan was.implemented after 

ten years.and completed in 1880. Now 

the small town.became in a city.called 

Lourenço.Marques, in honor.to the Por-

tuguese.navigator with.the same name, 

which grew.rapidly at the end.of the 

19th century. In that moment.the colo-

nial.city was integrated by.fundamen-

tal.elements as a.new church, a hospi-

tal, a cemetery and a.formal dock.for 

steamship traffic. The city grew from 

the central square to the swamp areas 

creating.landfills for new.residen-

tial areas as well.as for the.connec-

tion of the.new railway.to the port. 

The expansion.of the city.represented 

an important.income for the.Portuguese 

government, the.land leasing.and sale 

of the.areas close to.the new.planned 

urban.circumference which was.the base 

for the emergence.of new economic ac-

tivities.related.to.new.investments 

and the.development of.the real es-

tate.speculation. By 1887, the.Portu-

guese.colony dominated the.territory 

and.the.indigenous.population.orga-

nized in.clans, strengthening.the mil-

itary presence.in the region.expanding 

its control.to the Northern.areas in 

the last decades.of the 19th.century.

 The official.power of the.Portu-

guese colony.was.demonstrated.with the 

establishment.of the city of.Lourenço 

Marques as.the.capital of.the.country 

in 1895. “The emerging capital city 

could boast a planned grid-iron net-

work of roads and land registry for 

urban development and soon also had 

further key public buildings: the Mu-

nicipal Market, main Post Office, Pub-

lic Works, Tax Office, Customs House, 

Hospital, Police Station, Port Cap-

taincy Building, National Press Build-

ing, main Railway Station, Law Courts 

etc. – and several other major commer-

cial and private buildings (including 

banks, shops and the British Consul-

ate).” [Jenkins, 2009].

 However.the.areas.outside.

the circumference.were.informal.set-
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tlements.with.a.characteristic.or-

ganic growth linked.to the planned.

area characterized.by the straight.

grid. In 1903 a new urban.plan pro-

posed.the improvement of.the railway.

and the new residential.areas.around.

the.city, nevertheless.the investment 

and new development.was.concentrated 

in the.established central.area of the 

city.expanding the.orthogonal.pattern 

based urban fabric.to existing.roads. 

This new plan for the.city was the key 

of the development of.the city in the 

early.period of colonial.city develop-

ment. The city started to.experience 

issues related to.erosion and.drain-

age but the city.center preserved.the 

character of.the social, cultural and 

political.heart of the.region and as 

the.concentration of the.“state-ori-

ented economy” of.the colony.” [Jen-

kins, 2009].

 The informal.urban growth.beyond 

the.limits of the planned.city was un-

deniable. For this reason.the plan from 

1940 faced.the challenge.to.integrate 

formal and.informal.as a whole.city, 

however.the.formal.and.informal,.the 

legal.and.illegal.were.difficult.to 

int grate.because African people.were 

not allowed to.own.land.until.1961, 

denying.possibilities to.the new pop-

ulation.attracted.to.the city.looking 

for.opportunities to work.and improve 

its.lifestyle.

the urban.eXpansion and the.state control 
in the colonial period

 In 1940, the.African.popula-

tion surpassed.the Portuguese pop-

Figure 6: The 2 km radius layout, the initial permanent settlement and early ‘city centre’, 1876 (Source: Jenkins, 2009)
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ulation. However, the African.peo-

ple.were.displaced.to.the.outskirts.

of.the.city center.where.there.were.

no.services and facilities, while.

the high income population.start-

ed to occupy the.Northern areas.be-

yond the.informal settlements estab-

lished.around.the.city.center,.which 

was.the.point.of.confluence.of.new 

commercial.and.business.activities.

 The synergy.between the.two de-

velopment forces in the city (formal 

and informal) was.the main input.for 

the formulation of.the new urban plan, 

developed in 1940. In 1930 the.popula-

tion of.the city grew.over 20,600 in-

habitants, in 1940 over.44,700, and in 

1950 over 90,000 inhabitants [Jenkins, 

2009].

 In.that.moment.the.urban.mor-

phology reflected separation.and the 

segregation in the colonial.city, where 

Africans were.confined to informal.ar-

eas outside.the city, Asians close.to 

the commercial.activities in the.city 

center and.even European.population 

was divided.by class and economic.sta-

tus. The densification.of the city.cen-

ter started.when the land became more 

expensive while the.poorest people in 

the city continued.with the occupation 

of the.low areas without access.to ba-

sic services.and in high.risk of being 

affected by.flooding events, however 

the informal.areas were.increasingly 

consolidated.as urban areas.which was 

not taken.in account in the.new urban 

plan for the city.in 1952 developed in 

Portugal.by the Urban.Planning Office 

for Overseas.Territories considering 

Figure 7: showing the relation between the original settlement and the new city centre. Source: Mendes, 1985
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these.areas as potential.areas for.

urban.expansion.and.envisioning new.

monumental civic.buildings which were 

never.built..This.plan.reflected.the 

new European.ideas about.modernist 

generic urban.development which was.

not according to.the economic.and po-

litical conditions.of the context de-

riving.in a land speculation.over the 

new urban.areas around the.planned new 

axis.connecting the city.center to the 

coast.

the end of the colonial period and the 
predoMinance of the private investMents

 In 1960, the.implementation.of 

the.plan from.1950 was.abandoned.and 

it was.created.a local Urban.Planning 

Office for.the.development.of.the new 

plan for.the city.which.started.to be 

conceived as.a city-region.integrating 

the new.urban.center.in Matola.where 

new.large.scale.industries.were.es-

tablished.close.to.the new.port.

 In contrast to.previous.plans, 

the new.plans were functional.and re-

lated to.land use, transport.systems 

and new.developments.according to the 

context, which was.the support of.the 

new master.plan developed.by the Por-

tuguese urban.planning.engineer Mari-

ode.Azevedo. The Azevedo.plan was.ap-

proved.in 1972 and.includes proposals 

to.upgrade.the.informal.settlements 

close.to the city center. The areas 

for.urban expansion were.limited and 

the construction of.high rise.build-

ing in.the city center.started trig-

gered by.new investments.coming from 

the private sector.and the state.

 “However, although this late co-

lonial period of urban development was 

much more closely based on an improved 

understanding of the reality of the 

fast growing city, it – crucially – 

ignored the wider political context of 

the liberation wars.

By the time the 1972 urban plan was 

published major new investments in 

city expansion to the northeast (lib-

erated when the Sommerschield conces-

sion dispute was resolved), such as 

the vast Bairro Kock including a new 

railway shunting yard with its asso-

ciated industrial area and new upper 

income housing north of the existing 

formal city area, were being abandoned 

due to the prevailing political and 

economic climate in Portugal.

The April 1974 Carnation Revolution 

led to the abrupt decolonization of 

the country and handing over of pow-

er to the coordinated liberation front 

FRELIMO, with limited violence, but 

significant exodus of the settler pop-

ulation.

The city thus went through a period 

of stasis in its formal development, 

but concurrent peripheral development 

as many of its indigenous residents 

– often heads of households on their 

own - opted to bring their families in 

from rural areas to join them, rapid-

ly expanding the ‘caniço’ and reoccu-

pying areas which had recently been 

clear through relocation program for 

the 1970s formal urban development.” 

[Jenkins, 2009].
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Figure 8: The 1952 - 55 urban plan. Source: Jenkins, 2009

Figure 9: The 1972 city plan. Source: Jenkins, 2009
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Figure 10: Land use in 1969, 1979 and 1989 showing rapid peri-urban expansion and densification. Source: Jenkins, 2009

Post-colonIAl mAPuto

post-colonial period and the occupation of 
the city

 After the independence.the city 

was almost.abandoned by the.Portuguese 

and the area.in the city center.was 

available. The.socialist-oriented.new 

government.nationalized the.abandoned 

buildings.which were occupied by.local 

inhabitants.and the new members.of the 

government as a way.to integrate.the 

Mozambican.population in the.adminis-

trative.structure of the.new state. 

In 1980 the informal.economic activi-

ties emerged.as a response to.the lack 

of jobs.in the formal.sector, in that 

moment the city.almost stop the.for-

mal urban.development and.the informal 

urban development was.increased, the 

population.of the city grew rapidly.in 

the peri-urban areas.

 In the post-colonial.Maputo the 

informal.activities.and.development 

domain, “the trade markets, though 

conducted under supervision of the Di-

rectorate of Urban Services, was the 

largest sub-sector of the “informal” 

sector in Maputo, absorbing about 30 

per cent of the “informal” workforce. 

It played a key role in the supply 

chain which ensured the survival of 

the townspeople.” [Nunes, 2015].

 In 1980 the City Council.Urban 

Planning and Construction.Department 

developed a.structure plan.for the 

city as an.instrument to control.and 

contain.the informal urban.expansion 

in the outskirts.of the city. The plan 

was never.approved and the.city expe-

rienced.an accelerated.growth due to 

the civil.war and the.displacement of 

people from.rural areas to.the city, 

generating.an.intense.densification 

process in the.peripheries and the.

city center.

 After the end.of the civil.war 

in 1992, the.constitutional.changes, 
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the emergence.of the neoliberal.econo-

my and the.democracy changed.radically 

the way the city.was being.developed 

in that moment.

environMental and urban deterioration of 
the city

 The deterioration of.the city 

was visible.in the decreasing.condi-

tions of.urban facilities.and services 

as water.supply, waste collection, 

sewage treatment.system and drainage 

system, which combined with.the in-

creasing.population in the.informal 

areas.contributed to the.environmental 

deterioration of.the area.

 As it happened.in the past, the 

economic, political.and social.trans-

formations.influence directly.in the 

urban form.of the city and.reflect-

ed in the.deterioration of the.urban 

living conditions. The city.continued 

growing.demographically and.physical-

ly without control, increasing.the ur-

ban poverty and the.rising of the new.

private.housing.market as a.response 

to the needs.of.the new.high.income 

class, which.started the.development 

of the areas not.suited for.urbaniza-

tion.as wetlands, swamp and.coastal 

areas.The crisis of the.city after.

the socialist.government demanded.the 

improvement of.the infrastructure.and 

urban facilities.in the existing.and 

the new.residential areas.

 In 1990 the World Bank.spon-

sored the development of the new.Met-

ropolitan Structure.Plan for the.ur-

ban expansion of the city, including 

the emerging.urban areas in the.Matola 

district and.the surrounding.areas in 

the Maputo.province which.integrated 

the so called.Greater Maputo. This.was 

the first.step in the.environmental 

recovery.of the city and.the densifi-

cation of.the colonial.grid leading to 

the improvement.of the existing.for-

mal urban areas.and concentrated.ef-

forts to.reduce the expansion.in the 

peri-urban areas.

 “Most recently a new structure 

plan has been produced for the Mapu-

to city council by the university and 

one for Matola is being developed, to 

a great extent re-cycling and updat-

ing the 1999 metropolitan plan. These 

most recent plans, however, focus pre-

dominantly on projected land use and 

are not based on in-depth empirical 

studies of city and city-region func-

tions such as transport and investment 

trends. However they may serve as the 

basis for application of the fairly 

recently approved planning law and ur-

ban land use regulations to permit more 

orderly urban land development. During 

this period the city center ‘came back 

to life’ with rapid intensification of 

commercial and cultural activities in-

cluding informal retail. Many old tour-

ist facilities have been re-developed 

and new ones built.” [Jenkins, 2009].

real estate investMents and speculation in 
the periphery

 Nowadays the urban planning.

instruments are.addressing the urban 

expansion of the.city focused.in the 

improvement and development of infra-
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Figure 11: The Urban Structure Plan for Maputo Municipality – PEUMM (Source: Conselho Municipal de Maputo, 2008)

structure, public services.as water, 

electricity, sanitation, waste.manage-

ment.and public transport.system. The 

Structural.Plan for the Metropolitan 

Area of.Maputo envisioned.the densifi-

cation of.the existing urban.areas and 

the expansion.towards the North.

 “The city center of Maputo is 

definitely once again in transition, 

with strong international investment 

in the built environment which seems 

strangely de-linked from the world re-

cession. In this the balance of power 

between the state and the market in 

determining urban form has swung once 

again to an extreme, and the state’s 

presence is largely absent with virtu-

ally no planning and/or construction 

control. In fact the state at nation-

al level is a promoter of inward in-

vestment and facilitates this in the 

locality of the city, the new inde-

pendent city council playing a minor 

role in both promotion and regulation. 

In this, the wider lower income popu-

lation of the city, which came to oc-

cupy spaces in the central ‘Baixa’ in 

the proto-socialist initial post-In-

dependence period (such as low-income 

residents in state rented properties 

that have not be bought out, informal 

vendors and homeless kids) are likely 

to be soon pressurized out. This – as 

in all previous manifestations of the 

city center – reflects the political, 

social and economic realities of the 

context, now with quite extreme forms 

of socioeconomic polarization, weak 

local political and governance struc-

tures and elite-focussed speculative 

development.” [Jenkins, 2009].
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 Mozambique is.classified as a 

Sub-Saharan.low income economy.and is 

one of the.poorest economies.in the 

SADC region, despite.having extensive 

natural.resources. It is.a “lower-mid-

dle-income.country with a.small-sized 

economy” making.it the 128th.larg-

est economy by nominal.Gross Domestic 

Product (GDP). The discovery of.natu-

ral resources.increased the.country’s 

social gap.while witnessing.large in-

vestment.pouring in, but, after.Felipe 

Nyusi took.over presidency.from Arman-

do Emilio Guebuza, a hidden.debt.sur-

faced. “The ‘Hidden debts’ refer to 

loans.of over 1.1 billion.US dollars 

from European.banks (Credit Suisse and 

BTV of Russia).

 Mozambique was at.an exponential 

growth; prior.to Guebuza’s.interven-

tion. Investment was.abundant and.the 

growth of the.country was.promising; 

in other.words, the.nation “went from 

being.lauded by the.IMF’s Managing 

Director Christine.Lagarde.to being 

ravaged by.a combination.of excessive 

borrowing,.plummeting commodity.pric-

es and delayed.investments in.massive 

natural gas files.” The.majority of 

the country.that was already.living in 

poverty is now.living below.the pover-

ty line. The country’s.overall.make-

up is in bad.state. Finance.Minister 

Adriano Maleiane and.President Felipe 

Nyusi are.delaying payments.until the 

country’s.financial stability.is mini-

mally restored.through “profiting from 

offshore gas.fields that were.discov-

ered by Anadarko.Petroleum  Corp. and 

Eni SpA at the.start of the decade.”

 The government plays.a large 

role in.the success of a.nation and its 

stability. In many African.countries, 

corruption is.immensly elevated; where 

the needs of.the people are.completely 

overlooked.

gross domestIc Product

Figure 13: The Gross Domestic Product GPD in Mozambique. Source: Trading economics
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 the government is the.largest lo-

cal.institutional investor.in afford-

able.housing in Mozambique. The gov-

ernment’s.main support for.the housing 

market is.the Fund for.Housing Pro-

motion (FFH), which is supervised.by 

the Ministry of.Public Works, Housing.

and Water Resources (MOPHRH). The FFH 

was created in.1995 and has a broad.

mandate to offer.housing and construc-

tion.finance, and to.develop housing.

through public-private.partnerships. 

FFH does not offer.independent mort-

gage.products. Its.current business 

model is to.build housing.and sell it 

to targeted.population groups.through 

a 20-year.payment program.and fixed 

interest.rates (old data.from 2008 

suggests these rates.range between.5 

percent and 10 percent).

 Given the above.factors, much 

housing.construction.is.financed 

through.short- and medium-term.consum-

er loans.(up to five years) of.up to 

MT300 000 (US$ 4 839).at interest.rates 

of 20 to.25 percent. This is.still 

cheaper.than the rates.provided by mi-

cro-finance.institutions. The value.of 

housing.construction loans.is growing 

at approximately.10 to 15 percent.a 

year. The banks.do not control.the 

application by.the user of the.funds 

and so no information.is available.on 

the volume of.credit used for housing. 

construction.

AffordAbIlIty
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Population
 

 Analyzing the.population growth 

of.Mozambique, we can.see that popu-

lation.growth is not.a new trend. The 

population growth.started.earlier even 

before the.civil war. The steep growth 

rate.of Mozambique is.above 2% and 

it’s.predicted to stay for.at least 

the next 50 years. (World Population 

Review, 2020)

 Mozambique 2020 population.is 

estimated at 31,255,435 people at mid 

year.according to UN data. The cur-

rent population.is 30,868,013 based on 

Worldmeter.elaboration of the latest 

United Nations.data, where 38.3% of 

this population.is urban (11,978,439 

people in 2020). 

Mozambique population is.equivalent 

to 0.4% of.the total world.population 

and.it ranks number 46.in the list of 

countries.(and dependencies) by popu-

lation. The population.density is 40 

per Km2, calculated.on a total.land 

area of 786,380 Km2.

demogrAPhIc dAtA

Figure 14: Mozambique Population. Source: Worldometers

Figure 15: Year population Growth Rate %. Source: Worldometers
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 Mozambique’s rate.of population 

growth, though high.by world standards, 

is lower.than that of most.other Af-

rican.countries. The country’s.infant 

mortality.rate is among the highest.in 

the world, 44.9 per 1,000 live.births. 

Moreover, average.life expectancy is 

among.the lowest in the.world (62.13 

years), but comparable to.that of oth-

er southern.African countries. As in 

most African.countries, Mozambique’s 

population.is young - more.than two 

fifths are.under the age of.15 and two 

fourths.under 25 - the.median age is 

17.6 years.

 In 2020 the percentage.of males 

in Mozambique.is showing slightly.less 

than the.female percentage, with 48.6% 

for males.and 51.4% for females. The 

population.pyramid of 2020 is.almost 

symmetrical with.small differences. 

(Worldometer.Mozambique.Population, 

2020)

settlement PAtterns

 In Mozambique, the settlements 

usually.are concentrated in.the ar-

eas with.the best soils and.climate. 

In drier areas, the.settlements are 

smaller and.they usually plant.crops 

to create.a safer environment. And to 

reduce the.danger of floods, drought 

or other.natural disasters. (Encyclo-

paedia Britannica)

 As for the historical.changes 

of the.settlement patterns, they were 

changing.according to the.circumstanc-

es. In the colonial.period, the Portu-

guese tended.to build denser.communal 

settlements. Meanwhile, the farmers 

preferred.to spread and scatter.their 

settlements were.harder to control, 

and to provide.services to. In 1940 

Figure 17: Female Male Age Structure. Source: Worldometers
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the African.population surpassed.the 

Portuguese population, and the.African 

people were.displaced to the.outskirts 

of the city.centre where there.were 

no services.and facilities. While the 

high-income.population started.to oc-

cupy the.Northern areas.beyond the in-

formal settlements.established around 

the city centre, Which was the.point 

of confluence.of new commercial.and 

business activities.

to protect.its inhabitants from the 

extremes of.climatic conditions.such 

as rain, heat,.cold and humidity.

• Lack of water: A household is.consid-

ered to.have access to improved.water 

supply if.it has sufficient.amount of 

water for.family use, at an.affordable 

price, available.to household.members 

without.being subject to.extreme ef-

fort.

• Overcrowding: A house is.considered 

to provide a.sufficient living.area 

slums

 According to the.Oxford dictio-

nary, a slum is.defined by “A squalid 

and overcrowded urban street or dis-

trict inhabited by very poor people.”

As stated in Affordable land and hous-

ing in Africa (2011) “At household 

level, slum is defined by 5 different 

indicators, known as “shelter depriva-

tion”:

• Durability: A house is.considered 

‘durable’ if it.is built on a.non-haz-

ardous.location and has a.structure 

that is permanent.and adequate enough 

 After independence, more people 

moved.towards urban areas. The govern-

ment tried to.reduce the population.

of an urban area.by forcing people.

to go back to.rural areas without.any 

jobs. However, this attempt.to reduce 

the population.of urban areas.was a 

failure, people went back.to the city 

which they.were removed from (Encyclo-

paedia Britannica).

Figure 18: Mozambique Urban Population. Source: Worldometers
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for the household members.if not more 

than three.people share the same room.

• Lack of sanitation: A household.

is considered to.have access to ‘im-

proved’ sanitation if  it has.a pri-

vate toilet or a.public toilet shared 

by a maximum of.two households.

• Secure tenure: is the right.of all 

individuals and.groups to effective 

protection.by the state against forced 

evictions.”

 Housing that is.characterized 

by one or more of the.above shelter 

deprivations is.defined by UNHABITAT 

as inadequate. 

 Such housing, which is.in poor 

condition or situated.in a very high 

density area, is catered.at a cost 

that low-income.households could.most 

probably afford; but such.settlements 

are never healthy.or comfortable.plac-

es to live.

 Population living.in slums (% 

of urban population) in Mozambique.was 

reported at 80.30 in 2014, according 

to the World.Bank collection of.devel-

opment indicators, compiled.from offi-

cially.recognized sources. Its highest 

value over the past.24 years was 80.50 

in 2009, while its.lowest value was 

75.60 in 1990.

Figure 19: Affordable housing in Maputo. Source: Vladimir Gintoff Archdaily
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Figure 20: Provinces and their capital city

Figure 24: Vegetation map

Figure 22: Climate map

Figure 21: Drought map

Figure 25: Topography map

Figure 23: Wind map
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 Xai-Xai.(pronounced ‘shy-shy,’ 

and known during.colonial times as João 

Belo) is.the capital of Gaza.Province. 

It was developed.in the.early 20th.

century as a satellite port to.Mapu-

to, although its economic.significance 

never.approached that of the.national 

capital. Running just south of.Xai-Xai 

is the Limpopo River of.Rudyard Kipling 

fame. It’s Mozambique’s.second larg-

est waterway, with.a catchment area of 

more.than 390,000 km2 and drains.parts 

of Botswana, South Africa.and Zimbabwe 

as it makes.its way to the sea. De-

spite its.size, water levels.vary dra-

matically throughout.the year, leaving 

some sections.as just small.streams 

during the.dry winter months. The wet-

lands.around Limpopo’s lower.reaches 

are rewarding.birdwatching areas, and 

are.most accessible.near Zongoene.

 The town is a market.centre for 

cashew nuts, rice, corn (maize), cas-

sava, and.sorghum raised in.the sur-

rounding area, which is.irrigated by 

the lower Limpopo.irrigation project; 

dairy cattle also are.raised.A light 

railway system runs.inland and pro-

vides.access to the port, which.has de-

clined in.importance since.the silting 

in of its.harbour and because.of com-

petition.from truck transport. Xai-Xai 

is connected.to Maputo, the capital.of 

Mozambique, by.the major north-south 

road.along the coast of the.Mozambique 

Channel.

 Xai-Xai District is.a district 

of Gaza Province.in south-western       

Mozambique. The administrative.center 

of the.district is Chongoene. The dis-

trict.is located in the south.of the 

province, and.borders with.Chibuto 

District.in the north, Manjacaze.Dis-

trict in the east, Bilene.Macia Dis-

trict.in the southeast, and.with Chók-

wè District.in the west. In the south, 

it is.bounded by the Indian.Ocean. The 

area of.the district is.1,908 square 

kilometres.

 The school.will be located in a 

plot.between the cities.of Xai-Xai and 

Chongoene,.approximately 1 km away.of 

the road that connects them.

 Mozambique has a.tropical to 

subtropical.climate, with some semi-

arid.regions in the southwest.of the 

country. The east consists.of lowlands 

while the.west is more mountainous. 

It has.a coastline of 2,700 km. Av-

erage temperatures.are highest along 

the coast as.well as in the.south of 

the country (20-26°C) and lower.in 

high inland regions. There.are sea-

sonal temperature.variations, with a 

XAI-XAI dIstrIct

Figure 26: Location. Source: Competition Briefing
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cool dry season from April to Septem-

ber (coolest months are June – August) 

and a hot humid season from October to 

March (warmest months are December – 

February).

 Rainfall is.highest in the north 

(1,000 mm/year) and.lowest in the 

southeast (500 mm/year), but.also var-

ies according to.topographic features 

– with most rainfall.in higher areas 

and along.the coast (800- 1,200 mm). 

The driest area of the country is the 

southern.inland area, where some.loca-

tions receive only 300 mm of rainfall 

per year.

 Rainfall mainly occurs during 

the.hot season, from.November to April 

– with the majority.falling between 

December.and February. The north re-

ceives.150-300 mm of.rainfall per 

month.during this season, while.the 

south receives.50-150 mm per month.

 The rainfall.accumulated over a 

sliding 31-day period.centered around 

each day of the.year is shown.in the 

figure above. Xai-Xai experiences.ex-

treme seasonal.variation in monthly 

rainfall.

The average rainfall (solid line) accumulated over the course of a sliding 31-day period 
centered on the day in question, with 25th to 75th and 10th to 90th percentile bands.

The thin dotted line is the corresponding average liquid-equivalent snowfall.

 Throughout the year in.Xai-Xai, 

the most rain falls.during 31 days cen-

tered around.January 21, with an aver-

age total.accumulation of 126mm. The 

least rain.falls around August 2, with 

an.average total accumulation.of 13mm.

Location MozaMbique
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 The site has a rhomboidal.shape. 

The long sides.measure 82,58m and 

76,96m, and.the short ones 34,41m.and 

37,83m.

 The principal road.that connects 

the cities.of Xai-Xai and Chongoene.is 

800m northwest.of our plot. The access 

road of.the school will.come from the 

northeast.and will be located on.the 

side that.measures 76,96m.

The.topography.study.reveals.that 

there’s a slight.sope in the plot. The 

highest.point has an altitude.of 63m 

while the lowest.point registers and 

altitude.of 60m.

Figure 27: Plot Dimensions. Source: Competition Briefing

Figure 28: Plot Picture. Source: Competition Briefing Figure 29: Plot Picture. Source: Competition Briefing
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PolItIcs hIstory

portuguese rule

 Xai-Xai, formerly João Belo, de-

veloped in the early 1900s, under Por-

tuguese rule, as a companion port to 

Lourenço Marques (currently Maputo), 

though its economic significance was 

never on par with Mozambique’s largest 

city. Before independence from Portu-

gal in 1975,

Xai-Xai was known as João Belo, in the 

Overseas Province of Mozambique. João 

Belo grew and developed under Portu-

guese rule as a port, agricultural 

and industrial centre (rice and cashew 

were harvested and processed), a pro-

vider of services, including a dis-

trict hospital and banking, and an ad-

ministrative centre. Tourism was also 

important with beaches and hotels. In 

1970, the city had 63,949 inhabitants.

post-independence froM portugal

 It was hit hard by the 2000 Lim-

popo floods, with some buildings 3 

metres (10 ft) under water. However, 

shortly after the waters receded the 

town was opened for business again.

infrastructure

3% of the households in the district 

have access to electricity.

 There is a road network in the 

district which includes a stretch of 

the national road EN1, connecting Ma-

puto and Inhambane, as well as second-

ary roads.
Figure 29: Plot Picture. Source: Competition Briefing
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 Early Childhood.Care and Ed-

ucation is.important; young girls.

and boys that.attend quality early 

learning/preschool.programmes.are.

more likely to go to.primary school on 

time. Their performance in.school is 

better and.have higher-skilled.jobs in 

the future. Early Childhood.Develop-

ment refers.to the rapid.development 

across different.domains - physical, 

socio-emotional.and.language,.cogni-

tive - that.occurs amongst.children 

under 8.years old. This development 

period.is crucial and froms.the basis 

of a child’s future.development into 

adulthood.

 In Mozambique, one child.out of 

five is not.educated, an estimation 

of 1.2 million.children do not attend 

chIldren wIth dIsAbIlItIes

school at all. Preschool is.neither 

mandatory nor.free to begin with. For 

those who.go to school, study.condi-

tions are very.different from the.

conditions of those.in developed coun-

tries. The buildings, school.equipment 

and facilities.are in bad shape or.even 

absent. Moreover, the classes.have a 

majority of.young boys because of.the 

profusion of.harassment and sexual.vi-

olence in shcools.toward girls.

 In Mozambique, 14% of children 

between.two and nine years old.are 

disabled. They are.often hidden.away 

by their families.and are vulnerable 

to discrimination.as well as an.in-

creased risk of violence. These chil-

dren.need greater support from.their 

families and better access.  to edu-

Figure 30: Childhood needs. Source: UNICEF
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cation, which.would enable them.to at-

tend school with.their peers. But that 

can.only happen if the.necessary facil-

ities, equipment and.training are pro-

vided. Although there have.been impre-

sive steps forward.in terms of school 

enrolment in.the past years, only 40% 

of children who.attend school complete 

their primary level.of education. On 

average, they.complete only 3.5.years 

of schooling. Lack of safe school.spac-

es, early marriage.and pregnancy are 

major reasons for.children to not com-

plete school. Around 40% of girls have 

given birth before.they are 18 years 

old.and half are already.married.

 Children with.disabilities are 

often the most likely.to not be in 

school.for many reasons. Some because 

they are kept.hidden home in communi-

ties where disability is.stigmatized; 

some because their.parents are unaware 

of the.benefits that they will.gain; 

some because the.preschools are not 

adapted to.be disability-inclusive and 

the educators do not have.the skills 

to.work with them.

InvestIng In InclusIon

plan MozaMbique’s ecce prograMMes

 Plan.International.Mozambique 

has made significant investments in 

Early Childhood.Development (ECD).in-

terventions that aim.to support young 

children’s growth, learning.and devel-

opment.in a healthy and.stimulating 

environment. These include support.for 

expanded access.to quality ECCE/pre-

schools for.children aged 3–5 years.

 Plan’s.ECCE/preschool.pro-

grammes focus.on developing physical 

abilities;.language,.communication 

skills and.cognitive skills (such as 

recognizing numbers and.letters); so-

cio-emotional.skills; and the child’s 

readiness.to transition.into primary 

school. Children attend.the pre-school 

programme.five days a week, from 8 – 11 

am. The pre-school.interventions.are 

organized.together with government.in-

stitutions such as.the Provincial Di-

rectorate.of Gender, Child and.Social 

Action.and the Provincial.Directorate 

of Education and.Human Development.

 Between 2015 and 2017, Plan In-

ternational.Mozambique worked.togeth-

er with communities.supporting 106 

preschools.in rural Mozambique, with 

financial support.from Plan Interna-

tional.Finland. Plan International’s 

aim was.that these preschools.should 

be community managed- and.led and be 

inclusive, recognising.that children 

with.disabilities have the same.rights 

to a healthy and.stimulating environ-

ment for learning and.development. 

Recognising.that.Plan.Internation-

al Mozambique had limited.experience 

with regards to.the inclusion of.chil-

dren with disabilities.in ECCE, Plan 

entered into a partnership.with Light 

for the World.and Uhambo Foundation.

in late 2016, with the aim.of piloting 

an approach to.support community-based 

preschools to.be disability-inclusive. 

The overall.goal of this pilot.was to 

increase the.number of children.with 

disabilities.enrolled in ECCE.centres 

that deliver quality.early learning 

opportunities. 

MozaMbique including children With disabilities
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 The preschools targeted.in the 

past year.demonstrated how.actively 

working towards the.inclusion of chil-

dren with.disabilities has made a.dif-

ference to all.community members. These 

are some.examples of how carers.of the 

preschools.were able to adapt.their 

teaching.activities so that children 

with disabilities.were able to.partic-

ipate more.

stellA

Stella’s.impairment affects.her abil-

ity to control.her muscles which makes 

movement, speech.and forming words 

difficult. The caretakers in.the pre-

school, however, have.found great ways 

of communicating.with her by.learn-

ing to.understand the sounds.that she 

makes and by.using visual.items or 

pictures when.completing an activity. 

Stella takes part.in all of.the ac-

tivities in her class: she points out.

numbers or shapes when.her classmates 

say.the name of the.number or shape. 

Even though.Stella cannot hold her 

balance.to walk, she is able.to pull 

herself.up and balance by.holding onto 

the wall – she does.not let her impair-

ment.keep her out of.any activities 

with the class. Stella’s.parents both 

attended.training when the.CBR work-

er offered it.to them, and now have 

a.better understanding of.their child 

and encourage her.to learn and move.

InclusIon works - cAse storIes

Figure 31: Helping her grandchild. Source:
Plan International

Figure 32: Stella interacting with a communication as-
sistive tool. Source: Plan International

IncludIng chIldren WIth dIsabIlItIes MozaMbIque
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dIdórcIA

In 2017, Didórcia’s mother.enrolled her 

(5 years old) at the.local preschool. 

Didórcia was.the first child with a 

disability to.attend. In the first 3 

months, Didórcia’s.mother would carry 

her on her back for.nearly a kilome-

ter twice.every morning to take her.

to and from the preschool. Parallel 

bars.were built at the.preschool us-

ing local materials.that she could.use 

to exercise: Didórcia’s.mother then 

asked.for parallel bars to.be built in 

their home.as well, so that she.could 

practice at.home during the.weekends. 

Didórcia tells, “I like going to school 

every day because I play, sing, dance 

and have lots of friends. As the carers 

play with me, I manage to stand up and 

walk on the parallel bars.” The.carer 

reported how Didórcia.easily adapted to 

the centre’s.routine and was a cheerful 

young girl.who will often amuse.other 

children by singing.and dancing. Her 

mother.adds, “I am very happy with the 

development of my daughter. When she 

returns from the centre, she tells me 

everything she has learned. I see that 

this project has brought added value, 

since my daughter is very motivated to 

go to the centre and she even gets sad 

on the weekends when she cannot go.” 

Didórcia now travels the 850 meters 

to the school independently every day, 

along with her neighbourhood friends.

edIlson

Edilson is 6.years old. He could not 

walk more.than 3 steps when initially 

introduced to.Cecilia, the CBR worker. 

Cecilia built.a corner seat of.wood-

en poles and.parallel bars. She also 

built a.set of parallel bars at.the 

preschool. The other.children at the 

preschool were so.excited to use the 

parallel.bars as play materials.that 

Edilson understood.they were fun, and 

was motivated.to practice. After 2 

months he.was able to walk. Before, to 

go to school, he had to be.accompanied 

by his twin.brother. Now, he can.go to 

the centre by himself.

MozaMbique including children With disabilities
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  According to the.previous ex-

amples, it is necessary.to work with 

the family, preschools, the.community 

and others.around the child in.order 

to ensure that.the children with.dis-

abilities are.enrolled and included.in 

the preschools. The aspects.needed to 

include these.children are:

1. Work directly with the .parents/care-

givers.of children with.disabilities

2. Address individual.physical and medi-

cal.needs of children.with disabilities

3. Build the skills.and confidence of 

carers

4. Equip and build a.strong implement-

ing team

5. Build evidence.on what is.happening 

and what (doesn’t) work

The inclusion of.children with dis-

abilities is.not a simple, linear.pro-

cess. As experienced.in this pilot, it 

is a.complex process that requires.the 

participation of all.key stakehold-

ers in.the community, but which.brings 

great benefits.for all those.individ-

uals involved. In line with.this, the 

process of.inclusion at these.centres 

in Mozambique still.has further to go 

in removing the.remaining barriers to 

the.participation.of.children.with 

disabilities.in ECCE/preschools. How-

ever, the success.stories shared.prove 

that in the case of.this pilot, there 

is good.progress to build on.in the 

future, to.ensure that all.children 

realize their right.to participate in 

learning  activities in their communi-

ties.

good PrActIces In InclusIon

Wooden outdoor parallel bars as walk-

ing aids to support walking. They are 

built at the home as well as at the 

centre, where it is as much fun for the 

other children.

The small plastic bottles are filled 

with sand and can be pulled down, to 

exercise arm muscles and coordination.

IncludIng chIldren WIth dIsabIlItIes MozaMbIque
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 According to government figures, 

Mexico.has a housing deficit of.approx-

imately.9 million homes. The destruc-

tion.caused by the earthquake.of 2017 

made an.already dire.situation worse. 

300,000 homes.were damaged.and 100,000 

collapsed.after the.earthquake of 2017. 

This means that.400,000 million people.

became homeless from one night to.an an-

other. Francesco Piazzesi, the.founder 

and CEO of.“Echale a tu Casa”, worked 

on a.solution to help those who.are not 

eligible.for any housing credit or.sup-

port. He came up with a model.that makes 

echAle A tu cAsA

the.community part of the.solution.

 Eco block.is the key to his mod-

el. First, It is produced.on site. 

“Echale a tu Casa” brings.the equipment 

to the.community, then.train the com-

munity in.order to produce the blocks.

by themselves; and get.paid for the 

production. The model.combines commu-

nity.organization, social inclusion, 

financial.education, technical train-

ing and.social franchising. The goal 

is to.build around.1,500 new.homes 

and enable 6,000 home.improvements per 

year.

technical traininG
Integrates the community to 
the production of ecoblock 
and they earn a wage by do-

ing this.

FaMily Financial
Fosters financial education 
and encourages saving hab-

its.

co-DesiGn
Establishes the design of 
the communities according 
to their traditions and 

customs.

social WorkshoP
Creates an atmosphere of so-
cial cohesion in the comu-
nities, encouraging them to 
take part in the project.

Materials and techniques MozaMbique
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 The.internationally-acclaimed 

architect.Francis Kéré garnered.crit-

ical praise from the.beginning of his 

architectural.practice.when.award-

ed the prestigious.Aga Khan Award for 

Architecture (2004) for his.first-ev-

er building - a school.he designed, 

raised the funds.for and realised in 

collaboration with the.residents of 

his.native Gando, Burkina Faso.

 Kéré has gone.on to become one 

of the most distinguished.contemporary 

architects.thanks to his.pioneering of 

a communal approach to.design and his 

commitment to.sustainable materials 

as well as.modes of construction. In-

spired by a.curiosity for the.particu-

larities of any given.locality and its 

social.tapestry, he has.gathered a di-

verse, agile.team at his.Berlin-based 

Kéré Architecture.office, to take on 

projects across.four continents.

 Working across.continents from 

Africa to.Europe, we strive to en-

gage localities in our.design and con-

struction.approach. Our philosophy of 

providing more.with less fosters.in-

novation and.resourcefulness in our 

practice, using local.materials, local 

knowledge, and local.technologies to 

create.holistic and sustainable.design 

solutions. We believe.that architec-

ture can be a.vehicle for.collective 

expression.and empowerment, which.is 

why we work.closely with local.com-

munities in all.phases of design.from 

planning to construction.

 By supporting.the education-

al, cultural, and.civic needs.of lo-

cal communities with.provocative and.

dignifying.design, we will.continue to 

raise awareness.towards the.sustain-

able and economic.issues facing popu-

lations in.rural Africa and beyond.

kere ArchItecture - the fIrst PrImAry school In gAndo
MozaMbique Materials and techniques
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 The designs have.been adopted as 

a school model.in Malawi, one of.the 

world’s least.developed countries. At 

a cost.of 25,000$ per building the.de-

signs use.locally available.materials 

to create flexible, zero-energy.build-

ings to accommodate.up to 170 children 

and space.for community.activities in 

a mixture of.open-sheltered and.en-

closed spaces.

 Arup delivered a.sustainable, 

performance-based.design that was.very 

lean, robust, cheap.and easy to build.

The schools were.built mainly with.lo-

cal construction.techniques and.mate-

rials, such as.timber and.stabilised 

soil blocks. They are also.designed to 

run without.electricity. They harness 

natural.daylight and ventilation.to 

create a.comfortable learning environ-

low-cost school buIldIngs - AruP & John mcAslAn

ment, which.is typically three degrees 

cooler than existing.school buildings.

 The flexible.classroom blocks 

include.three.interconnected.indoor 

spaces as well.as two generous.cov-

ered terraces. The outdoor.areas cre-

ate a sense.of connection between.the 

schools and the.families they serve. 

This helps to.encourage parents.to 

send their.children to school.and es-

tablishes the.new buildings as.focal 

points of.the community.

 Simple brick spread.foundations 

reduce the need.for concrete. The walls 

are made.of CEB. The roof is a.simple 

timber truss that.incorporate a roof 

light and.shade. The result is a.very 

lean but robustly.designed structure 

that is cheap and.easy to build.

MozaMbique Materials and techniques
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 Cambodia is one of.the poorest 

countries in.the world, but a recent-

ly completed.Kouk Khleang youth.center 

could help.bring sustainable.upward 

mobility to a.community in Phnom Penh. 

Finnish design.group Komitu Architects 

teamed up.with Cambodian NGOs.Cambo-

dian Volunteers.for Society (CVS) and 

Khmer Kampuchea.Krom Human Rights.and 

Development.Organization (KKKHRDA) to 

design and build.an ecologically and 

socially sustainable.youth center that 

teaches.computer.skills,.languages, 

and vocational skills.to disadvantaged 

youth. The eco-friendly.youth center 

was built using.locally sourced bam-

boo, compressed.earth bricks, and re-

cycled plastic.bottles.

 Community workshops and.input 

from local architecture.students and 

professionals.played an essential role 

in the design.of the youth.center, 

which celebrates both.the local Cam-

bodian culture and.traditional build-

ing techniques. These community.work-

shops, lectures,.and site visits even 

inspired the.local NGO UPDF.to build a 

community center from bamboo and orga-

nize bamboo training.workshops for a 

network of.community builders.through-

out Cambodia.

 The Phnom Penh youth.center fea-

tures a.concrete frame for.the main 

load bearing structure. That.frame 

is filled with.locally produced earth 

bricks; the carbon.footprint of an 

earth brick.is ten times smaller.than 

conventional bricks.per mass. Bam-

boo was used.extensively.throughout 

the project.as supporting beams,.col-

umns, and as the.main elements.for the 

screens and.well-ventilated.terraces. 

The architects also.developed an.il-

lustrated Khmer-language.bamboo con-

struction guide.to help locals.main-

tain the building.and apply the.bamboo 

building.techniques to future.proj-

ects. The building.is elevated off.the 

ground to prevent.flooding and rainwa-

ter is.harvested on site.

komItu ArchItects - kouk khleAng youth center
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 Bamboo is woody and.fast growing 

grass, which occurs.naturally on every 

major continent.except Europe. There 

are almost 1,500 species.of bamboo in 

the world, distributed.across about 87 

genera. About 14 million hectares.of 

the earth surface.is.covered by bamboo 

forest. It is one.of the.oldest and 

most versatile building materials.with 

many applications in.the field of con-

struction, particularly.in developing 

countries. The main area.of distribu-

tion are.the tropics, in.particular, 

South-East-Asia. It is also.found in 

sub-Saharan.Africa.and.mid-Atlantic 

United states, Argentina.and Chile. 

Bamboo grow.at sea level and can be 

found at altitudes.of up to 3700m.

 Bamboo.is.the.regarded.as.the  

“Emperor”.among.the.grasses.and  com-

monly.called.poor.man’s timber. It is 

extraordinary.and unique plant.that is 

sustainable,.productive.and.fastest 

growing plant.in the world. It belongs 

to family.Poaceae and sub family.Bam-

busoideae distributed.in humid tropi-

bAmboo

cal, sub tropical.and temperate region 

of.the world. “The Green Gold” of.the 

21st century is.available at much low-

er price.compared to wood and.is as 

strong as.strongest wood. It has.new 

applications as an.alternative source 

of depleting and.costly wood resourc-

es. 

bAmboo As A mAterIAl

 Bamboo is a.versatile, strong, 

renewable and.environmentally friendly 

material. It takes only.three years to 

produce a mature.fiber for use. Bam-

boo has been.used since 3,500 BC.and 

has more than 1,500.documented uses. 

It is capable.of providing.solutions 

for shelter, livelihood,.and food se-

curity for regions where.bamboo grows. 

They also provide ecological.security 

by timber.substitution and.efficient 

carbon sinks.

 However bamboo.is subject to at-

tack by fungi.and insects and.intreat-

ed bamboo have a life.expectancy.of 

Figure 33: Global Map of the distribution of Bamboo. Source: Hansheng Zhao, 2004
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not more that.five years. The physical 

and mecahnical.properties of.bamboo 

are subjected to a greater.variability 

determined by.culm height, topography 

and climate under.which the bamboo.has 

grown. Fire presents.a potential haz-

ard in any.form of construction,.but 

the risk.is especially.high in bamboo 

buildings. The combination.of bamboo 

and matting.and the tendency of.the in-

ternodes to burst.cause rapid spread of 

fire. The risk is.increased when the 

joint.lashing is destroyed.which can 

cause the building to collapse.

hArvestIng bAmboo

 It is important to.follow good 

harvesting.practices to ensure sus-

tainable yields:

-Do not cut.culms younger than.three 

years

-Do not harvest.in the rainy.season

-Do not harvest.from a flowering.grove

-Do not cut.lower than the second.node, 

or higher.than 300mm above ground

-Remove branches,.culm tips, and.all 

harvest.debris.(waste.material.ob-

structs.growth, encourages.disease and 

makes later harvests.more difficult)

-Retain leaves for.mulch. Their 6% 

silica helps harden.later culms.

-Leave a minimym.of six mature culms 

uncut in each clump.to sustain grow 

around the.edge vitality and.ensure a 

steady yield. As new culms.grow around 

the edge a.solution is to.use the 

horse-shoe method.by cutting.a narrow 

path into the grove.and harvest the 

mature culms.from within.

grAdIng of bAmboo

 The shape size.and quality of 

bamboo can vary.greatly even within.a 

given species. The following.grading 

rules will help.in selecting the best 

material for.construction.

strAIghtness - the bamboo.culms should 
be as straight.as possible. A.line 

streched.between the tip and.butt ends 

should not fall.outside of the culm.

tAPer - or change in.diameter over 

length should.be kept to a.minimum. A 

maximum taper.of 10mm per meter.is ac-

ceptable for lenghs.up to 3 meters.

nodes - nodes are.the strong points in 
the.culm and should be.used to advan-

tage especially.at critical joints.

sPlIttIng - it is a good.practice to 
cut.bamboo.lengths.longer.than.re-

quired to.allow cutting away.of split 

ends that can.have a serious.effect on 

the strength of.the bamboo.

Insect/fungAl AttAck - bamboo.culms that 
show signs of.insect or fungi.attack 

should be avoided.
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selectIon And sIze of bAmboo

 Only bamboos with at least three-

year maturity.shall be.used in construc-

tion. Columns.and roof members should 

be.a minimum of 70-100mm in diameter 

at.thin end of bamboo and walll thick-

ness.of bamboo not.les than 10-12mm. 

The distance.between nodes (internodes 

length).should not.exceed 300-600mm.

tools

 Bamboo is generally.used as it 

is in required.length or in slit.form. 

Traditionally this task.is performed 

by only one.tool. Though there.are 

few carpentry tools.that can be used 

for different.purposes. Usually, be-

low shown traditional.tools are ysed 

by bamboo artisan for.harvesting and 

construction. 

JoInery of bAmboo
 

effective jointing.is fundamental.to 

the structural.integrity of a framed 

construction. Furthermore, the.suitab-

  
 

ility of.a material for use.in fram-

ing is largely dependent.upon the ease 

with which joits.can be formed.

Figure 34: Traditional Tools (Dabiya) Figure 35: Bamboo Splitting

Figure 36: Bamboo Joints. Source: Guaduabamboo Figure 37: Double and quadruple support. Source: Guaduabamboo
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Plugin connections:

Carpenterlike connections.with mortise 

and.tenon are seldom.used in bamboo 

structures. On the other.hand plugin 

elements.like bolts.or consoles you 

find very.often.

This is a type of.connection for great-

er.diameters with a.hardwood bolt.and 

wedge. Five holes, the bolt.and the 

wedge - a more.extravagant connection. 

If the bolt.is conical, the.connection 

is save in all directions.

Connection with inner plug:

Inner plug and a horizontal drill-hole 

to fix the.connection.with a lashing 

tie. If the lashing.is tight and.the 

plug fits quite.good into the.opening, 

both plug and.lashing can do the.pow-

er transition. But even.if not, this 

connecting.method can be very.durable 

at less force. The inner.plug prevents 

the beam from.slipping down the post 

and the.lashing is against.unplugging.

Figure 38: Bolt Structure. Source: bambus.rwth-aachen.de

Figure 39: Connection with inner plug. Source: bambus.rwth-aachen.de
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Interlocking connection with a wedge:

With the wedge.driven into the.open-

ing, the strips of.the horizontal beam 

are pressed.into the hole.and fix the 

beam. If the wedge.shrinks, the beam 

can be.easily pulled out of the.open-

ing. So additional.arrangements like 

lashingor.bolts are necessary.for a 

save connection.

Rope connection fixed with bolt:

The bolt keeps the.connection in place 

even if.the rope or cord.lenghtens.

Connection with a steel tension clamp:

Leaving the.low-tech sector, with.the 

use of steel elements.a lot more con-

nections.which produce great.forces 

vertical to the.cane axis. They can 

detroy the.bamboo cane.

Figure 38: Bolt Structure. Source: bambus.rwth-aachen.de

Figure 39: Connection with inner plug. Source: bambus.rwth-aachen.de

Figure 40: Interlocking connection with wedge. Source: bambus.rwth-aachen.de

Figure 41: Rope connection fixed with bolt. Source: bambus.rwth-aachen.de

Figure 42: Connection with steel clamp. Source: bambus.rwth-aachen.de
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foundAtIon And PlInth

 Bamboo is basically an above-

ground material. Unless undergoing 

proper treatment it can last about 2-3 

years underground.

 To install bamboo post in foun-

dation, a 300mm deep and 100mm diame-

ter hole should be made in the plinth 

beam. Before inserting post, bamboo 

must undergo treatment at the bottom. 

Then the spaces between clum in the 

hole must be filled with sand.

 Other possibility allows fixing 

bamboo and foundation with bolts and 

steel brackets and anchor bolts. At 

this point bolts should be embedded at 

appropriate place at the same time of 

casting plinth beam.

bAmboo treAtment for longer lIfe of shelter

 Bamboo has a very little natu-

ral toxicity and.therefore, is.easily 

prone to fungi.and insect.attack. The 

objective of.treatment is to remove the 

starch and other.carbohydrates.(solu-

ble sugars) that.attract fungi and in-

sects and.replace it with.chemicals in 

the cells.of the bamboo.thereby in-

creasing.the life of.the bamboo. Well 

treated bamboo has a.life expectancy 

of 50 years.without losing.its struc-

tural properties. The efficiency.of 

the chemical.treatment.is influenced 

by anatomical.structure of.the bamboo 

culm. There are no.radial pathways in 

the culm.tissue, like the ray.celss in 

wood, and.lateral cell-to-cell.move-

ment of preservatice depends on.a slow 

diffusion.process. Freshly cut culms 

are easier.to treat.due to the water 

-filled cells providing a.continuous 

 
 

transportation.channel. Both ends.of 

the culms.should be.cut up to the next 

node in order to.remove the blockage 

of vessels.

 Whereas there are.several indig-

enous treatment.systems like limewash 

and smoking.bamboo, chemical.treat-

ments are know.to have longer.effect 

against fungi.and insects. The use of 

water as a solvent.to carry the pre-

servatives into.the cells of the.bam-

boo. Water-soluble.salts are dissolved 

in water, on.treatment the water.evap-

orates leaving.the salts incide.the 

bamboo. The recommended.salts are bo-

ric acid, borax.and copper.sulphate. 

Boron salts.are effective against.bor-

ers, termites and.fungi (except soft 

rot fungi). High concentrations.of 

salts have fire.retardant properties 

as well. They are.not toxic.
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 Compressed.earth.blocks.are 

small masonry.elements, parallelepiped 

in shape, but the.common dimensions.of 

which differ from.those of.hand-mould-

ed earth.blocks or of fired.bricks and 

vary depending on.the type of.special-

ly developed.presses or moulds used. 

 Two main criteria.must, however, 

be taken into.account when.determining 

a compressed earth.block’s dimensions, 

which should.above all be.suited to 

the great.degree of flexibility.in use 

which is one of the.great qualities of 

this building.material. These are:

- On the one.hand the weight.of the 

block, bearing in mind.that they are 

solid.blocks.which.are.principally 

used in masonry

- On the other.hand the work.(or nom-

inal) dimensions.of length.(1), width 

(w) and height (h) which.will deter-

mine.bonding patterns. For this.rea-

son, as a rule, compressed.earth block 

production.has mainly used.dimensions 

consistent with.a unit weight in the 

order of 6 to 8 kg and with.the possi-

bility of.building walls 15, 30 or 45 

cm thick.

 The most common.nominal dimen-

sions in use today.are 29.5 x 14 x 9 

cm (I x w x h), which gives a.material 

which is.very easy to handle and.very 

flexible.in the way it.can be used for 

many.configurations of wall.and roof 

building.systems.jack-arch.flooring, 

vaults and domes) and.of arched open-

ings.

ceb As buIldIng mAterIAl

Figure 43: Compressed earth blocks. Source: earthecobricks
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there Are four mAIn fAmIlIes of blocks

1. solId blocks
These are mainly.prismatic in.shape. 

They.fulfil.very.widely.differing 

functions.

2. hollow blocks
Generally the voids.of hollow blocks 

account for.a total of 5 to 10%, and.up 

to 30% using.sophisticated techniques. 

Voids can.improve the adherence.of the 

mortar and.reduce the weight.of the 

block. Certain hollow.blocks can be 

used to build.ring-beams (lost form-

work).

3. PerforAted blocks
These are light.but require.fairly so-

phisticated.moulds and.greater com-

pressive.force. They are suitable.for 

reinforced.masonry (in earthquake.ar-

eas).

4. InterlockIng blocks
These can be.assembled.without.mortar, 

but they.require sophisticated.moulds 

and high.compressive.force. They are 

often used for.non-loadbearing.struc-

tures.

mAIn chArActerIstIcs

 Comparisons.between the.charac-

teristics and.performances of the com-

pressed.earth block and those.of oth-

er classic masonry.materials, should 

not be restricted.solely to taking.

account of their compressive.strength 

or differences.in production costs. 

The issue.is a more complex.one and 

any.comparison should rather.be based 

on a wide.register of parameters, in-

cluding: the.shape an dimensions.of 

the material, its appearance.(surface, 

texture, attractiveness,).as well as 

a full.range of measures of.perfor-

mance, such.as - indeed - dry.and wet 

compressive.strength, but also.ther-

mal insulation, apparent.density, and 

durability. But over.and above this, 

aspects.linked to the.production and 

use of the.material highlight.all the 

complexity of.such comparisons.by tak-

ing account.of such factors as.the na-

ture of the soil.deposits supplying 

the raw.material, the means.by which 

this raw material.is processed into a 

building.material, the energy.involved 

in this.processing, the nature.of the 

Figure 44: Solid blocks. Source: Manual of design and construction Figure 47: Interlocking blocks. Source: Manual of design and construction

Figure 45: Hollow blocks. Source: Manual of design and construction

Figure 46: Perforated blocks. Source: Manual of design and construction
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material when considered as a building 

component or element, and its state in 

the finished building, taking account 

of questions of durability and mainte-

nance. This «intelligent», way of com-

paring materials with each other, over 

and above scientific considerations 

intended to compare materials in lab-

oratory conditions, takes account of 

the architectural and practical appli-

cation of materials in situ.

mAsonry PrIncIPles

 A compressed.earth block masonry 

structure consists of.small building 

elements.placed one on top of.the oth-

er following.a particular.bonding pat-

tern and bound.together with.mortar.

 The earth blocks.therefore form 

a building.system - whether it.be a 

wall or a.partition, a post or.a pil-

lar, an arch,.a vault or a dome - which 

has compressive.strength. This.char-

acteristic of compressive.strength is 

indeed essential.as, by contrast, ma-

sonry.structures using.small.elements 

have very little.tensile strength. The 

good.strength and good.stability of 

a masonry structure.using small ele-

ments is.dependent on the interaction 

of several factors:

- the quality of.the block itself

- the quality of.the masonry (i.e. the 

interaction.between.the block, the 

bonding pattern and the mortar)

- the form of.the building.system, 

which should.be suited to.the compres-

Figure 47: Interlocking blocks. Source: Manual of design and construction

Figure 48: Comparison between CEBs and other masonry materials. Source: Manual of design and construction
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sive forces exerted

- the quality.of detailing of.the 

building system, notably.ensuring good 

protection.against water.and humidity

- the quality.of execution of the work.

choosIng A mAchIne

 there are machines.for making 

CEB’s.that works with.or without elec-

tricity. The manual.presses are more 

suitable for.rural areas. It comes in 

several.variations: you can.make stan-

dard CEB’s or.ICEB’s. These ICEB’s 

also have.different variations.

 Although.the.machine.is.very 

heavy, it is.important to fix.the ma-

chine extra.firmly to the.ground, so 

it doesn’t.get lifted during the.com-

pression. The machine.needs to be.oiled 

every time 3-4.bricks are made, to.pre-

vent the soil.from sticking.to the met-

al. Make sure.you don’t use.black oil, 

since it will.leave visible.stains on 

the bricks. When the work.is finished, 

the machine.needs to be.cleaned care-

fully.and placed inside.

Figure 49: Drawing of the CEB machine used by C-re-aid NGO
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testIng the soIl

 Almost all types of earth.can be 

used to build.walls. The quality of.the 

earth is determined.by the proportion 

of clay to.sand. There are many.types 

of earth in the.composition of an.earth 

sample. It is often necessary to.com-

bine earth from one area with some.from.

another part.of the site, even when the 

lot.is small. A rich earth.which has a 

lot.of clay needs to be balanced.out 

with sand, and a poor earth.needs to 

be.enriched.with clay.

 In order to.determine.whether 

soil at a specific.site can be.used 

and in which.specific mix, soil.and 

mix tests.should be conducted. Several 

points on.a site need to be excavated 

to perform.these tests.

 First remove.the upper layer.of 

earth that contains.organic material 

and.vegetation. Then remove.samples of 

earth from.different depths.

gettIng the rIght tools
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7 stePs to mAkIng comPressed eArth blocks

1. dIggIng And sIevIng soIl
The main materials.for the CEB’s.is 

soil. This soil.needs to be.excavat-

ed from the site, dried.and sieved. 

Roughly, it can.take 2 people.easily 

1 week of digging.and 1 week of.siev-

ing to get enough.soil for making.5000 

CEB’s.

2. mIXIng
Obtaining a mix with.the optimum mois-

ture content.for compaction is.crucial 

to the quality of.the product. The 

lime should be.placed in water for.1 

day before.using it, to be activated.

Place water in.a barrel and.then add 

lime slowly while.stirring and adding 

more water.slowly. At the end, a.white 

lime paste should.be formed. The lime 

should.be distributed evenly.through-

out the mix.

3. oIlIng the mAchIne
Oil the inside.of the machine with a 

brush, especially in the.corners, to 

make sure.the soil doesn’t.stick to 

the surface of.the machine. Put new 

oil every 3.blocks.(or more/less, de-

pending on the.type.of oil.and the 

type of soil).

4. stAbIlIzIng the mAchIne
Place a piece of.plastic at the.bottom 

of the.machine, this will help.the CEB 

come loose.more easily.after the com-

pression.

5. mAkIng the ceb’s
-Using a shovel, put.the mix in the 

machine.until the top without.pressing 

the soil.

- Place also.a piece of plastic.on top 

to prevent the earth from.sticking on 

to the.machine.

- Close the machine and.compress the 

soil. You have.to close the machine 

completely, if.this is not.possible 

you have.put too.much soil in the.ma-

chine.

- Open the machine.completely so.the 

CEB is pressed.out of it.

- Take the CEB.carefully and.put it in 

the first.curing area.

6. DRYING THE CEB’S
- The bricks.need to be put next to 

each other to.dry for 17 days.  

- Full curing.takes 28 days (the.first 

24h several.times!)

- After the.compressing, place the 

CEB’s on the.floor.

- Cover them.with black polythene.

while they dry.

- Keep on.watering.

- After this.period,.stack the blocks 

in layers of five.

- Cover again.with black polythene.and 

leave them to dry.

7. quAlIty check
Introduce a.fully cured block.into 

a bucket of water for.a day to ob-

serve its.integrity and reaction. When 

pulled from the water, it.should be 

immediately.subjected to a compres-

sion test. To test.without machines: 

an adobe block.should withstand.more 

or less 80 kg’s, so we.can assume that 

the CEB will.be strong enough.if it 

can withstand.the same pressure.
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Figure 50: Sieving soil. Source: Christelle Khoury

Figure 52: CEB drying, Malawi. Source: dwellearth

Figure 54: CEB construction, Pemba.Source: dwellearth 

Figure 56: Two men working on CEB Wall. Source: dwel-
learth 

Figure 53: Strength check. Source: dwellearth

Figure 55: CEB construction, Nampula. Source: dwel-
learth

Figure 57: CEB Wall, Pella, Iowa. Source: dwellearth

Figure 51: Making the CEB. Photo by Christelle Khoury
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Archstorming’s new competition takes us to Mozambique, a country 
where 70% of the population lives below the poverty line. This difficult 
economic situation, most severely affects the situation of children. 
Frequently, the lack of financial resources is a significant barrier to 
the enjoyment of their fundamental rights. They experience many 
problems; such as the inability to access school, health-care, and 
housing…

In Mozambique, one child out of five is not educated. Preschool is 
neither mandatory nor free.

For those who go to school, study conditions are very different from 
the conditions of those in developed countries. The buildings, school 
equipment and facilities (chairs, tables, desks…) are in bad shape or 
absent.

Moreover, the figures show a discrepancy of the education between 
boys and girls. The classes have a majority of young boys. This is in 
part because of the profusion of harassment and sexual violence in 
schools toward girls.

Besides that, in Mozambique, 14% of children between two and nine 
years old are disabled. They are often hidden away by their families 
– in effect rendered invisible – and are vulnerable to discrimination 
as well as an increased risk of violence. These children need greater 
support from their families and better access to education, which 
would enable them to attend school with their peers. But that can 
only happen if the necessary facilities, equipment and training are 
provided.

In the current competition, we will help Assa, a Mozambican 
teacher, build a center for children with disabilities and affected 
by social exclusion, with the help of the Estamos Juntos Initiative 
and the NGO Somos del Mundo. 

2
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Mozambique borders Tanzania, Malawi, Zambia, Zimbabwe, South 
Africa, and Swaziland. Its long, Indian Ocean coastline of 2,500 
kilometers faces east to Madagascar. About 70% of its population 
of 28 million (2016) live and work in rural areas. It is endowed with 
ample arable land, water, energy, as well as mineral resources and 
newly discovered natural gas offshore; three deep seaports; and a 
relatively large potential pool of labor. 

Unfortunately, families in Mozambique are struggling to cover even 
their most basic needs, such as running water, proper sanitation and 
regular access to food. Income distribution remains highly unequal 
in a country where the richest twenty per cent control over half of 
the national household income.

A few years after peace could be secured in Mozambique, disastrous 
floods destroyed much of the country’s infrastructure during a 
time in which it was slowly rebuilding itself. Rural Mozambique is 
frequently affected by droughts. Famine is widespread and many 
locals suffer from illnesses that are directly related to it. For the 
average Mozambican, life expectancy is as low as 58 years. The 
country has one of the highest HIV rates in the entire world: 12.3 
per cent of the population are HIV-positive, meaning that roughly 3.6 
million Mozambicans are living with the disease.

In March 2019, the coastal city of Beira was hit by a tropical cyclone 
that affected 1.7 million people across Mozambique, including an 
estimated 260,000 children. Devastating floods damaged bridges 
and roads, which stopped the delivery of food and other emergency 
supplies. Public water supplies were unable to be treated, leaving 
many Mozambicans susceptible to water-borne diseases such as 
cholera and malaria. Up to an estimated 50 per cent of the annual 
crop production was destroyed, leaving many without food or means 
to an income.

Although there have been impressive steps forward in terms of 
school enrolment, only 40 per cent of children who attend school 
complete their primary level education. From this, only 16 per cent 
of children go on to secondary education. Factors such as lack of 
safe school spaces and early marriage and pregnancy are major 
reasons for children to not complete school. Around 40 per cent 
of girls have given birth before they are 18 years old, and half are 
already married.

An estimated 1.2 million children do not attend school at all. At least 
a basic level of education is of considerable importance for growth 
and development and empowers the child to break the vicious circle 
of poverty when becoming an adult. On average, Mozambicans 
complete only 3.5 years of schooling.
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Archstorming is calling for proposals to design a preschool in the 
Xai-Xai District (Gaza Province, Mozambique).

Xai-Xai District is a district of Gaza Province in south-western 
Mozambique. The administrative center of the district is Chongoene. 
The district is located in the south of the province, and borders with 
Chibuto District in the north, Manjacaze District in the east, Bilene 
Macia District in the southeast, and with Chókwè District in the 
west. In the south, it is bounded by the Indian Ocean. The area of the 
district is 1,908 square kilometres (737 sq mi).

The school will be located in a plot between the cities of Xai-Xai and 
Chongoene, approximately 1 km away of the road that connects 
them. 
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In the current competition, the study of the site characteristics is 
very important, since the school will be built by volunteers and  
construction workers with no help of heavy equipment like 
excavators. 

For that reason, you must consider the current topography of the 
site and make sure the future school is adapted to it. 

The site has a rhomboidal shape. The long sides measure 82,58m 
and 76,96m, and the short ones 34,41m and 37,83m. 

The plot has some bushes that will be removed, so there’s no need 
to consider them in your design. Besides that, you will also find a 
big tree, known as Marula or Canhoeiro (Sclerocarya birrea), in the 
middle of the site. The fruit of that tree is commonly used in the zone 
to produce a cream liqueur known as Amarula. That tree can be 
preserved or removed, it is up to you.  

The principal road that connects the cities of Xai-Xai and Chongoene 
is 800m northwest of our plot. The access road of the school will 
come from the northeast and will be located on the side that 
measures 76,96m. 

The topography study reveals that there’s a slight sope in the plot. 
The highest point has an altitude of 63m while the lowest point 
registers and altitude of 60m. Please remember that the ground 
will be prepared and leveled with small equipment, so take the 
topography into account in your designs. 

A detailed topographic plan of the site will be sent after 
registration. 
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Mozambique has a tropical to subtropical climate, with some semi-
arid regions in the southwest of the country. The east consists of 
lowlands while the west is more mountainous.

Mozambique has a coastline of 2,700 km. Average temperatures are 
highest along the coast as well as in the south of the country (20-26°C) 
and lower in high inland regions. There are seasonal temperature 
variations, with a cool dry season from April to September (coolest 
months are June – August) and a hot humid season from October to 
March (warmest months are December – February).

Rainfall is highest in the north (1,000 mm/year) and lowest in the 
southeast (500 mm/year), but also varies according to topographic 
features – with most rainfall in higher areas and along the coast 
(800- 1,200 mm). The driest area of the country is the southern inland 
area, where some locations receive only 300 mm of rainfall per year. 
Rainfall mainly occurs during the hot season, from November to 
April – with the majority falling between December and February. 
The north receives 150-300 mm of rainfall per month during this 
season, while the south receives 50-150 mm per month.

Mozambique is frequently affected by tropical cyclones which 
mainly occur during the hot, humid season. In January 2012, for 
example, cyclone Leon-Eline affected 4.5 million of its population.

Actual site pictures
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This competition gives you the opportunity to work in the creation 
of a school in an underdeveloped country. But not only that, in this 
case the school will be designed for disabled and socially excluded 
children, so the challenge is even bigger. 

The goals of this project will be:

- EDUCATE: create a place where kids can start their educational 
journey. Make them feel like home by designing a space where they 
feel comfortable. Build kid-friendly spaces that are completely safe 
for them, a school where they can learn, play, run, and discover.

- INTEGRATE: since this school will accommodate disabled children 
and kids in social exclusion, it is fundamental to work in their 
integration in society. We can help them through architecture by 
creating adapted spaces where they don’t feel rejected. A dynamic 
school where they can interact with each other and the surrounding 
environment. 

- BE SUSTAINABLE: the projects will have to use locally sourced 
materials, easy to build constructive systems, and should be self-
sufficient in energy terms. They have to be respectful with nature in 
order to teach the kids the proper way to interact with their natural 
environment. 
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To achieve the objectives set, the following indicative program is 
proposed:

Type of space number m2 Total

Classrooms 6 42 252

Boys bathrooms 1 12 12

Girls bathrooms 1 12 12

Storage (cleaning material) 1 8 8

Dining room 1 70 70

Infirmary 1 12 12

Closed kitchen 1 40 40

Pantry 1 30 30

Open kitchen 1 15 15

Multipurpose space 1 100 100

Principal and secretary office 1 20 20

Management and janitor offices 1 20 20

Storage (school material) 1 9 9

Teacher’s room 1 15 15

Adults bathroom 1 20 20

Covered schoolyard 1 100 100

Total 735

As said before, this program is indicative, these spaces must 
appear in your project but their size can vary according to your 
design. If you want to add more spaces that you think will benefit the 
development of the kids, you are free to do it. 
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The proposed program should have the following characteristics:

Six classrooms: where the children will be grouped according to 
age, going from 0 to 5 years old. Each class will have a minimum 
of 25 students. They should include two accessible built-in closets 
where the kids will keep their belongings, and two built-in closets, 
in a non-accessible height to them, where the teachers will keep the 
teaching material.
Each class should have a storage space where the teachers will 
keep bigger materials such as mattresses, pillows, etc. In order 
to exploit all the available space of the room, this storage can be 
elevated and only accessible by teachers via a staircase. Although 
other ways to resolve it are also accepted.
Everyday, after lunch, the kids take a nap in the classrooms, so the 
space has to be adapted according to each activity. 

Bathrooms: 4 toilets for boys, with 2 showers and 2 sinks, and 4 
toilets for girls, also with 2 showers and 2 sinks.

Storage rooms: two storage rooms, one for the cleaning material 
and one for the school material. 

Dining room: besides the dining space, it should also include a 8 
sinks close to the entrance door where the kids can clean their 
hands, or one long sink with 8 taps.

Infirmary: with a sink and a built-in shelving, high enough to be 
inaccessible to kids.

Closed kitchen: it will have an industrial cook stove, kitchen 
appliances and two freezers. A large table (approximately 5m x 
0,6m) to facilitate food handling and preparation. Three kitchen 
sinks with drainer and two built-in shelves (each one measuring 
2.5m x 2m approximately).

Pantry: to store food and beverages. It will also have two fridges.  
All the walls should have shelves and this space has to be placed 
near the closed kitchen. It has to have a highly effective ventilation 
system while making sure animals and insects can’t get in. It has to 
be placed in the coolest place of the plot in order to benefit the food 
conservation. In a country like Mozambique, creating an effective 
pantry is a huge challenge because of the climatic conditions and 
the abundant and resistant variety of insects and other pests.
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Open kitchen: in Mozambique it is very typical to cook in an open 
kitchen with a traditional wood stove. It is very important that the 
kitchen is open (and also roofed) so it can ventilate. At the same 
time, it is also crucial that the kids can’t get in, since it could be 
dangerous for them. A solution for this is to build a low wall around 
the kitchen to prevent the students from getting in. 

Multipurpose space: intended for different educational activities, 
celebrations or parent meetings. It will also be used for educational 
staff training sessions. Ceilings must support the weight of at least 
four fans.

Offices: one of them will be used by the principal and the secretary, 
and the other one will be used for the school management and 
janitor. 

Teacher’s room: a personal space for teachers during class breaks 
or meetings. It should have shelves and a table of approximately 
50x180cm. It should also include two sinks with hot and cold water 
connection.

Adults bathroom: with two toilets, one shower and one sink. This 
space should be close to the teacher’s room.

You should also consider a big open space where kids can play 
and have contact with nature. Part of this space will also include 
an orchard where kids can learn about care and cultivation of the 
land and collaborate in the long term with the self-sustainability of 
the Institution. 

The escolinha will need a covered schoolyard of approximately 
100m2 where the kids will play protected from any weather 
conditions.
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In this competition the winning project is going to be built, the 
chosen proposal will be used as the basis of the final project. That is 
why materials and building techniques will be crucial.

The main materials of the area currently used for construction are 
clay, wood, stones and steel. Clay and stones are used to make 
bricks, having two different brick typologies: clay bricks and concrete 
bricks. The first ones are more economical than the second ones. 
The two other structures used as the most common structural 
systems are wood structure or metallic structure. 
Material costs typically account for more than 50% of total 
construction cost. These costs have been high because the most 
valuable materials are imported with high transportation/logistic 
costs and import duties. Only the most basic materials are sourced 
locally – e.g. cement and wood – even steel has to be imported. 

For that reason, it is very interesting to work with local materials 
for the preschool, like CEB (compressed earth blocks) and wood. 

For the roof, they mainly use dried grass ceilings or iron sheets. 

Participants can also consider the option of improving the 
constructive systems and bring new ideas, but always thinking 
that the resources and financial capacity of the project are limited. 
If a participant team decides to include a new material to the 
construction, make sure it is affordable and achievable for an NGO 
working in a third world country. 

Remember that, since they still don’t have electrical network, solar 
panels will have to be considered in your proposals. Also, in order 
to have hot water, the school will also have solar thermal collectors. 

The water provision must be covered by a water tank of 16m3, so 
participants will also need to keep an area to ubicate it. It would be 
really interesting to consider a rainwater collection system. This 
water should be directed to the tank. There’s a system developed 
in Brazil that is starting to be used in Mozambique, you can check it 
out in this page: http://www.asabrasil.org.br/acoes/cisternas-nas-
escolas  

The school will have a septik tank to treat the wastewaters. Make 
sure the water tank and the septik tank are located where they 
work best for those spaces using water (bathrooms, kitchens, dining 
room, teacher’s room and infirmary).

The ceilings will have to hold the weight of big fans in some of the 
spaces, for example two fans in each classroom, or four fans in the 
multipurpose space. 

All rooms must have a sufficient number of windows to make the 
most of daylight and provide good ventilation to the environment.

The windows and doors that face the outside should be very well 
protected from rain, so the roofs should protect these openings

A perimeter wall should be included to protect the school, 
although, depending on your design, the building itself could function 
as a perimeter barrier.

The school must have four emergency exits. 

All spaces should be adapted to children with disabilities.
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Assa Jacinto Mabai

Create a preschool for vulnerable and disabled children, that is 
the dream of Assa. In the area they are known as “escolinhas”, and 
there are only a few that depend on the State and some that depend 
on private entities, which leaves the vast majority of children 
without access. In addition, the fact that pre-school education is not 
compulsory in Mozambique makes this a luxury that very few can 
enjoy. 
Assa dreams of a escolinha where everyone has a space. She studied 
for several years and became a child educator, and her motivation 
has always been to cover the most vulnerable population in the area 
where she lives, including children with disabilities, something that 
does not exist in the Gaza Province. 
Children who do not have the possibility of entering pre-school 
enter the first grade with less intellectual and social skills and do 
not tend to persevere in the education system. School desertion is 
very high in the province, leaving children exposed to child labor. 
Assa is a member of an Association that is beginning to support her 
in thinking about ideas to carry out her project.

Estamos Juntos Initiative

When, back in the year 2000, Andreas and Marisol traveled to 
Mozambique, they knew that this country had something special 
and that there was no place they felt as useful as there. He spent 
two years helping to rebuild the villages devastated by the floods 
caused by the Limpopo River. She spent four years accompanying 
the communities to regain hope, empowering women and young 
people, the great protagonists of the post-catastrophe era.
After that stage, geography separated them a few years, he moved 
back to Germany and she moved to Argentina, but eventually they 
came together again to continue a common project, a vision of life 
that would lead them to help people in countries like India, Bolivia, 
Nepal, Argentina, Italy or Germany. Although always hoping they 
could return someday to the country they felt that special connection 
with: Mozambique.
Finally, the day arrived, and in January 2018 they returned to 
Mozambique to work on disaster risk reduction and adaptation of 
communities to climate change.
They are now helping people like Assa and the children of the region 
to fulfill their dream: build a school.
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back to Germany and she moved to Argentina, but eventually they 
came together again to continue a common project, a vision of life 
that would lead them to help people in countries like India, Bolivia, 
Nepal, Argentina, Italy or Germany. Although always hoping they 
could return someday to the country they felt that special connection 
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In 2012, a group .of friends traveled 

to Mozambique.to do some.humanitari-

an aid work. For that, they.prepared 

for 6 months, learning.the official 

language, the.local dialect and.the 

necessary funds. Without a.pre-estab-

lished course, the.fire of a class-

room rushed.them to help with.their 

constructive.knowledge and to work.

together with.the community. That ex-

perience wouldn’t.be the only one.

This is how Somos del Mundo.was born, a 

network of people.that promotes.skills 

development.programs for social.im-

pact, with two.areas of work:

5

Somos del Mundo

In 2012, a group of friends traveled to Mozambique to do some 
humanitarian aid work. For that, they prepared for 6 months, 
learning the official language, the local dialect and the history and 
cultural context of the country and above all, raising the necessary 
funds. Without a pre-established course, the fire of a classroom 
rushed them to help with their constructive knowledge and to work 
together with the community. That experience wouldn’t be the only 
one. 

This is how SOMOS DEL MUNDO was born, a network of people that 
promotes skills development programs for social impact, with two 
areas of work:
1) Promote the training of change agents through the development 
of skills.
2) Generate solutions in rural communities.

Nine years later, 86 classrooms have been built in around 50 rural 
communities in Mozambique, and 205 participants have been 
involved. Participants live with the rural communities for a month, 
working side by side and sharing their experiences.
With every action of SOMOS DEL MUNDO, more and more children 
can go to an actual school and their cassrooms are not under a tree 
anymore.
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through the.development of skills

2) Generate solutions.in rural commu-

nities

Nine years later, 86.classrooms have 

been built.in around 50 rural.commu-

nities in.Mozambique, and 205 partici-

pants have been.involved. Participants 

live.with the rural.communities for a 

month,.working side by side.and shar-

ing.their experiences. With every ac-

tion of.SOMOS DEL MUNDO, more.and more 

children can.go to school.and their 

classrooms are.not under a tree.any-

more.
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Through.this succesion.of modules, the  great.axis of the.building is.articulat-

ed, encouraging.interaction betwen.classrooms, relating.the groups of.children to 

each.other and generating.the different transitions.between interior.and exteri-

or.

The project.seeks the minimum.unit of educational.space, providing each.clasroom, 

even.each function, with.its own apropriable.natural outdor space, in.this band 

children.are able to develop.all their educational.activity. A place to.learn, 

run, cultivate.and discover.nature.
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 Politecnico di Torino - Architecture for Sustainability Design

 Designing Affordable pre-school with the inclusion of disabled children

 Site Plan                           Scale 1/2500
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 Politecnico di Torino - Architecture for Sustainability Design

 Designing Affordable pre-school with the inclusion of disabled children

 Site Plan Dimensions                Scale 1/2500
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 Politecnico di Torino - Architecture for Sustainability Design

 Designing Affordable pre-school with the inclusion of disabled children

Elevation and Section                Scale 1/2500
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 Designing Affordable pre-school with the inclusion of disabled children

 Wall Section Detail nb 1             Scale 1/1500
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 Politecnico di Torino - Architecture for Sustainability Design

 Designing Affordable pre-school with the inclusion of disabled children

 Wall Section Detail nb 1             Scale 1/200
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 Politecnico di Torino - Architecture for Sustainability Design

 Designing Affordable pre-school with the inclusion of disabled children

 Wall Section Detail nb 2             Scale 1/1500
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Steel Bolt

Steel Foot

Concrete Ring Beam

Bamboo Reed

Wooden Frame

CEB 29cm x 14cm

Mortar 2mm

Steel Bars

Concrete Floor 15cm

 Politecnico di Torino - Architecture for Sustainability Design

 Designing Affordable pre-school with the inclusion of disabled children

 Wall Section Detail nb 2             Scale 1/200
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 Designing Affordable pre-school with the inclusion of disabled children

 Wall Section Detail nb 3             Scale 1/1500
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 Politecnico di Torino - Architecture for Sustainability Design

 Designing Affordable pre-school with the inclusion of disabled children
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 Politecnico di Torino - Architecture for Sustainability Design

 Designing Affordable pre-school with the inclusion of disabled children

 Plan and Two Elevations              Scale 1/2000
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1. Vertical Orchard

2. Orchard Raised 3. Physical Therapy Garden
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 In some.countries.“being disabled more than doubles the chance of 

never enrolling in school”, estimate the.World Health.Organization and.the 

World Bank. According to.UNICEF, 90% of children.with disabilities.in the 

developing.world do not go.to school. In a setting like.Africa, developing 

countries, there’s.several barriers.between children with.disabilities and 

learning. Of which, one.of the main reasons.is the accessibility, because 

of.the poor infrastructure in.the rural areas.

 Sometimes, it’s not.those obstacles that prevent.children from.learn-

ing, but the.lack of schools in the cities.and towns. The financing sector 

in.developing countries is one.of the key players.in this ever-worsening 

situation.  Which is why, promoting the.usage of local.materials would help 

the.people to reach their.needs in an affordable.and sustainable way. For 

mechanical.supplies, such as.bio-digester, water tank.for rain.collection 

and solar.panels can be implemented.to harvest a.self-sufficient building.

 The involvement.of the people in building.their own town school.would 

empower.the community as.a whole, open job.opportunities and.increase the 

social.bond amongst the.inhabitants. By learning.to do so, it would.be 

easier.for them, for the.future, to built many.more schools and houses for 

themselves.with the same.techniques used in.this project. 

conclusIon
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